Kit includes:
Clear Dome
Thick, durable acrylic,
designed to prevent
condensation, weathertight collar accommodates
changes in temperature,
will not crack or leak

Heavy-Duty Flashing
Constructed of heavy
gauged aluminum with NO
seams to prevent leaking,
features a forward sloping
design to maximize amount
of sun entering the unit at
any roof pitch

Reflective Light Pipes
(two 24” sections)

Silver-coated, mirror-like
tubes reflect 98% of pure
light, highly reflective at all
angles especially in the
early morning and late
afternoon when it’s
needed the most, sealed
system prevents heat
from escaping into
your home

Polycarbonate Lenses
Improves energy efficiency
to earn Energy Star Rating

Ceiling Collar
Creates a tight fit to ensure a
moisture and dust-free seal

Add light to any dark room
natural, soft light virtually no heat gain, no UV rays

Highly reflective light pipe
Light Fixture
Seamless aluminum,
powder-coated white

Prismatic Diffuser
Slightly arced to
scatter light evenly and
eliminate hot spots

10" model illuminates up to 150 sf (300 watts)
13" model illuminates up to 300 sf (500 watts)
18" model illuminates up to 500 sf (1,000 watts)

Heavy-duty aluminum parts
seamless flashing will not leak, needs no maintenance

Quick and simple installation
kit includes 48" tube and all components/hardware

800.854.8618

Fits standard pitched roofs
no structural changes required, building code approved

www.bristolite.com

Attractive light fixture

401 East Goetz Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92707

powder-coated white fixture with prismatic diffuser

800.854.8618

www.bristolite.com

seeing is believing...
The Quasar Reach Tubular Skylight will transform any dark
space by filling it with beautiful, soft, evenly dispersed, natural
light. It incorporates a circular, highly reflective light pipe that
captures much more light than traditional skylights without
transfering heat - and is also more affordable than traditional
skylights! The Quasar Reach Tubular Skylight is manufactured
in the USA using only quality components and is backed by a
25 year product warranty - best in the industry!
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How it works
The low profile acrylic dome transfers the full
spectrum of sunlight - even in early morning
and late afternoon. The light passes through a
super-reflective, mirror-like tube which bounces
the light as it travels. The ceiling diffuser then
disperses a soft light into your home. The
The Quasar Reach Tubular Skylight also
reduces the UV rays that can cause fading on
carpets and furniture. The resulting light from
the 10" model is equal to approximately
300 watts incandescent light but all pure and natural!

streamlineD Design
Designed with curb-appeal in
mind, the low profile unit blends
seamlessly into your roof line.
Inside, the sleek Euro-styled light
fixture matches any home decor.

EASY
2 HOUR
INSTALL

The Quasar Reach Tubular
Skylight installs easily in about
2 hours with no structural
changes needed.

Made in USA

